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In replication lies truth.



Why preregister?

I Reduce P-hacking
I Reduce file-drawer effect
I Improve reproducibility
I Allow scrutiny before it’s too late



Costs

I Infrastructure, time, . . .
I Makes analysis inflexible
I Can reduce power
I Encourages gaming
I Doesn’t address core problems: multiplicity, selection/conditioning,

(p)reproducibility





Selective inference is focusing statistical inference on some findings that turned
out to be of interest only after viewing the data. Without taking into consider-
ation how selection affects the inference, the usual statistical guarantees offered
by all statistical methods deteriorate. Since selection can take place only when
facing many opportunities, the problem is sometimes called the multiplicity
problem.

Both invisible & evident, even w/ preregistration.

I Selecting for emphasis, e.g., abstract, table or figure

I Emphasizing endpoints w/ small P-values or CIs that exclude “no effect”

I Selecting from the literature

I Failing to account for multiplicity or model selection in P-values & CIs



Controlling for multiplicity & selection

I Multiplicity adjustments to control FWER (Bonferroni, Sidak, Holm, . . . )

I FDR := E F
1∨R

I Benjamini & Hochberg, variants
I Knockoffs
I AdaPT

I FCR := E N
1∨M

I Conditional on selection: P{CIi 3 µi |i is selected} ≥ 1− α.

I Simultaneous over selected, . . .

























Must build replication into the practice of science.

Currently not valued by the profession.

Benjamini proposal:

I required to replicate something you rely on in papers & proposals
I pre-register the replication study
I recognition for authors of studies others deem worthy of replication



Frontispiece of Fisher’s The Design of Experiments:





Science may be described as the art of systematic over-simplification—the art
of discerning what we may with advantage omit. —Karl Popper





An experiment or analysis is preproducible if it has been described in adequate
detail for others to undertake it.












